FAQs on PD&R Research Partnerships
1. What is the Research Partnerships Initiative?
The Consolidated and Further Continuing Appropriations Act, 2012, authorizes the
Office of Policy Development and Research (PD&R) to enter into non-competitive
cooperative agreements for projects that are aligned with PD&R’s research priorities and
where HUD can gain value by having substantial involvement in the research activity.
Pursuant to this authority, HUD may enter into noncompetitive cooperative agreements
for research proposals that inform important policy and program objectives of HUD that
are not otherwise being addressed and that focus on one of HUD’s research priorities.
2. What are HUD’s research priorities?
Currently, there are four (4) research priorities:





HUD demonstrations;
Using housing as a platform to improve quality of life;
Use of American Housing Survey data; and
Housing technology for construction and rehabilitation work for HUD-funded
clients.

From time-to-time, these priorities will change. When that occurs, the changes will be
announced in the Federal Register and the answer to this question will be updated.
3. What entities are eligible to provide funding for the cost share?
At least 50 percent of the total estimated cost of the project must come from a
philanthropic entity, other federal agency, or state or local government agency, or any
combination of these partners. For the purposes of the cost-sharing requirement, HUD
defines a philanthropic entity as the subset of 501(c)(3) organizations that directly fund
research activities. These include private foundations, public charities, and operating
foundations. An educational institution may have a separate foundation, which would be
considered a philanthropic entity for these purposes. Philanthropic entities may include
foreign entities.
4. Can universities provide the funding for the cost share?
Yes, universities and/or their foundations can provide cost share in the form of cash or inkind resources, e.g., salaries.
5. How do I submit a proposal?
Proposals should be submitted at Research Partnerships@hud.gov.
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6. What should be included in the proposal?
While there is currently no required format, it would be helpful for proposals to include
the following:







The clearly identified name of the entity(s) submitting the proposal;
The name, phone number and email address of contact person;
The amount of HUD funding being requested;
The amount of the cost share and the names of the entities contributing to it;
A clear description of the research project, including the methodology being used,
and its alignment with the PD&R research priority identified;
A detailed budget with line items including the HUD share and the contributions
of any partners and/or the submitting institution.

7. What is the deadline for submitting proposals?
Proposals may be submitted at any time and will be evaluated as they are received.
8. How much funding is available for research partnerships?
To the extent feasible, a limited amount of funding for the Research Partnerships
Initiative is set-aside from funds appropriated each year by Congress. Currently, there is
no set amount available. To date, a total of approximately $936,000 has been awarded
to six grantees.
9. Can I submit a proposal requesting resources other than funding, such as data?
Yes
10. When will I know whether HUD has agreed to enter into a research partnerships
agreement to participate in my research proposal?
All applicants will be notified in writing about funding decisions at the conclusion of the
review process.
11. What is the cost-share requirement?
The cost share is 50% of the total estimated cost of the project.
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12. What rate does HUD allow for overhead/Indirect Cost Rate (IDC)?
HUD will allow the overhead rate that has been negotiated and assigned by the
applicant’s cognizant federal agency.
13. Does waiving overhead/IDC count towards the 50 percent cost share requirement?
No.
14. Who is eligible to submit proposals to enter into a research partnership with HUD?
Eligible applicants include researchers from universities and colleges, foundations,
research organizations, independent researchers, or other government agencies, as well
as non-profit and for profit research entities.
15. If I already submitted a proposal to HUD as part of a grant competition, can that
proposal be funded through a research partnership?
No. Proposals for research partnerships that have already been submitted to HUD as
part of a grant competition are ineligible as the subject of a non-competitive cooperative
agreement.
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